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magnifying endoscopy, colon cancer
by the work of [8], where the authors state that assessing
the type of mucosal crypt patterns can actually predict the
histological findings to a very high accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in
Abstract
Section 2 we will briefly review the pit-pattern classification
In this paper, we present a novel approach for the classifischeme and define our classification problem. In Section
cation of zoom-endoscopy images based on the pit-pattern
3 we introduce the statistical image features. Section 4
classification scheme. Our feature generation step is based
then outlines the proposed classification approach followed
on the computation of a set of statistical features in the
by experimental results in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
wavelet-domain. In the classification step, we employ a
concludes the paper with a short summary of our work and
one-against-one approach using 1-Nearest Neighbor classian outlook on further research.
fiers together with sequential forward feature selection. Our
experimental results show that this classification approach
drastically increases leave-one-out crossvalidation accuracy
2 Pit-Pattern Classification
for our six-class problem, compared to already existing apPolyps of the colon are a frequent finding and are usually diproaches in this research area.
vided into metaplastic, adenomatous and malignant. Since
the resection of all polyps is rather time-consuming, it is imperative that those polyps which warrant resection can be
1 Introduction
distinguished. Furthermore, polypectomy1 of metaplastic
Recent statistics of the American Cancer Society reveal lesions is unnecessary and removal of invasive cancer may
that colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in be hazardous. The classification scheme of Kudo et al. [13]
men and women and the second most common cause of US divides the mucosal crypt patterns into five groups. While
cancer deaths. Since most colorectal cancers develop from types I and II are characteristic of benign lesions and reppolyps, a regular inspection of the colon is recommended, in resent normal colon mucosa or hyperplastic polyps, types
order to detect lesions with a malignant potential or early III-L, III-S, IV and V represent neoplastic, adenomatous
cancer. A common medical procedure to examine the in- and carcinomatous structures. Using a magnifying colonoside of the colon is colonoscopy, which is usually carried out scope together with indigo carmine dye spraying, the muwith a conventional video-endoscope. A diagnostic benefit cosal crypt pattern on the surface of colonic lesions can be
can be achieved by employing so called zoom-endoscopes, observed [14]. Several studies found a good correlation bewhich achieve a magnification factor of up to 150 by means tween the mucosal pit-pattern and the histological findings,
of an individually adjustable lens. In combination with where especially techniques using magnifying endoscopes
dye-spraying to enhance the visual appearance (chromo- (zoom-endoscopes) led to excellent results [7, 8, 11, 4]. Figendoscopy) of the colon mucosa, zoom-endoscopy can reveal ure 1 shows six exemplary zoom-endoscopy images from our
characteristic surface patterns, which can be interpreted by database for pit-patterns I to V.
experienced physicians. Commonly used dyes are either
Our classification problem now is to differentiate pitmethylene-blue, or indigo-carmine, which both lead to a
types I,II,III-S,III-L,IV and V, which leads to a six-class
plastic effect. In the research work of [13], the macroscopic
problem since type III-L and III-S account for two classes.
appearance of colorectal polyps is systematically described
Note, that it is also possible to define a more coarse clasand results in the so called pit-pattern classification scheme.
sification problem, where the aim is to differentiate types I
In this work, we try to tackle the problem of computer- and II from III-L, III-S, IV and V. However, in this work
assisted pit-pattern classification with a view to increase we focus on the more challenging six-class problem. Gendiagnostic accuracy. This is accomplished by computing a erally, pit-patterns I to IV can be characterized fairly well,
set of statistical image descriptors in the wavelet-domain
1 the process of removing polyps
and employing a novel classification approach based on a

retrieval [17] or even zoom-endoscopy image classification
[15]. We have chosen the DT-CWT, since it is designed to
overcome two commonly known shortcomings of the real,
separable 2-D Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), which
are lack of shift-invariance and poor directional selectivity.
These properties, which come at the expense of a limited
redundancy of 2m in m dimensions, are important due to
the following reasons: First, our images exhibit structures,
(a) I
(b) II
(c) III-L
oriented along directions other than horizontal, vertical or
diagonal (see Figure 1), which are emphasized by the classic 2-D DWT. Second, the image acquisition process during
colonoscopy is subject to several physical influences, which
often cause image rotations and shifts. In 2-D, the implementation of the DT-CWT is straightforward by four parallel 2-D DWTs [18] and leads to to six complex subimages
(denoted as complex subbands) per decomposition stage.
(d) III-S
(e) IV
(f) V
The subbands capture image details oriented along approximately ±15◦ , ±45◦ and ±75◦ .
Figure 1: Examples for pit-patterns I-V
In this work, we will use the statistical image features proposed in [15], where the marginal distributions
while type V is a composition of unstructured pits. Table 1 of the wavelet coefficient magnitudes are modeled by twoprovides a brief overview of the main characteristics of the parameter Weibull distributions. The probability density
function (pdf) of the Weibull distribution with shape padifferent pit-patterns.
rameter c and scale parameter b is given by
n  x c o
Pit-Pattern Characteristics
c  x c−1
,
(1)
exp −
p(x|c, b) =
I
roundish pits which designate a
b b
b
normal mucosa
for x > 0, b > 0 and c > 0. The maximum-likelihood esII
stellar or papillary pits
timates (MLEs) ĉ and b̂ [12] of the Weibull distribution
III-S
small roundish or tubular pits, which
fitted to the subband coefficients then serve as two image
are smaller than the pits of type I
features per subband. In a J-scale DT-CWT decomposiIII-L
roundish or tubular pits, which are
tion we thus obtain a total of J × 12 features per image.
larger than the pits of type I
Since the position of the subbands in the DT-CWT decomIV
branch-like or gyrus-like pits
position structure can be identified unambiguously by the
V
non-structured pits
tuple (s, k), we use these tuple to identify the MLEs for
each subband (here, s ∈ {1, . . . , J} denotes the scale and
Table 1: The characteristics of the different pit-patterns
k ∈ {1, . . . , 6} denotes the orientation). For a J-scale DTCWT an image feature vector v is constructed by simple
Although at a first glance this classification scheme seems feature concatenation as follows:
h
i
to be straightforward and easy to be applied, it needs some
v = b̂(1,1) , ĉ(1,1) , b̂(1,2) , ĉ(1,2) , . . . , b̂(J,5) , ĉ(J,6)
(2)
experience and exercising to achieve fairly good results.
Correct diagnosis very much relies on the experience of We add an additional subscript i to the notation v to dei
the endoscopist as the interpretation of pit-patterns may note that the feature vector belongs to a particular image
be challenging [7]. Additionally, inter-observer variability of i. For comparative reasons, we will also compute the immagnification chromoendoscopy has been described at least age features proposed in [1], which are simply the mean and
for Barrett’s esophagus [16]. This inter-observer variability standard deviation of the wavelet coefficient magnitudes per
may to a lesser degree be also present in the interpreta- subband. The final image feature-vector for this feature set
tion of pit-patterns of colonic lesions. We therefore want to is then again constructed by concatenation.
develop an approach for computer-based pit-pattern classification in order to enhance the quality of diagnostic results.

4
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Statistical Image Features

In order to obtain a set of discriminative image features, we
first compute a redundant image-representation using the
Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT), originally proposed in [9]. The DT-CWT is an efficient realization of a complex wavelet transform which allows perfect reconstruction and has already been applied in texture-image

One-Against-One Classification

Regarding the classification step of our work, we will use an
approach that is commonly used to split multi-class problems into binary ones and is called round robin binarization (RRB) [6] (aka one-against-one classification). The
idea of this approach is quite simple, namely to train one
classifier for each possible pair of classes. Given a c-class
problem, we thus have to train a total of c(c − 1)/2 classifiers. In this setup, each binary classifier is trained using

only the examples of the two classes it has to discriminate.
For example, let V := {vi }1≤i≤L be the complete set of
training vectors. Then, the classifier Cij , which discriminates between class i and j is trained using the training set
Sij := {vn |vn ∈ i ∨ vn ∈ j}.
Hence, we can view the RRB approach as some sort of
expert system, where each classifier is an expert in discriminating only the samples from two classes. Given an
arbitrary sample v ∈ F ⊂ Rd , where F denotes the feature space and d denotes the feature space dimensionality,
a classifier Cij will output either i or j as the predicted class
label. However, this prediction is a qualified one, if and only
if the sample v actually belongs to either i or j. Otherwise,
the prediction is termed an unqualified prediction. Hence,
given that Cij (v) = i we can at best conclude, that v ∈
/ i
[2]. This interpretation of the base classifier predictions is
termed voting against and not voting for, which is actually
wrong with regards to the aforementioned issues. The final
class label prediction from the c(c − 1)/2 classifiers is then
determined by counting the votes against each class and
selecting the very class with the smallest number of votes
against. In [2] the voting against principle is discussed from
a theoretical viewpoint.
In order to allow a comparative study to the approach
in [15], where a single 1-Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier
is used to discriminate between the six classes, we will use
1-NN classifiers as our base classifiers as well. Furthermore,
we propose an extension of the RRB procedure, namely to
conduct an additional feature selection step in the training
phase of the base classifiers. Specifically, we will use sequential forward feature selection [5] (SFFS) to select the very
subset of features, which leads to the highest leave-one-out
crossvalidation (LOOCV) accuracy [3]. Note, that we do
not limit the number of selected features. Starting with a
feature subset size of one, one feature is added in each iteration if this feature improves LOOCV accuracy. Given
that G = {1, . . . , d} denotes the set of all indices for all
possible features (i.e. all shape and scale MLEs), we finally
obtain c(c − 1)/2 feature subsets GCij ⊂ G (one subset per
base classifier) after the training procedure. Note, that in
case of a J-scale DT-CWT the feature vector concatenation
approach of Eq. (2) leads to a starting index set dimensionality of |G| = 12J. The final classification accuracy of the
RRB approach is then again estimated by the method of
LOOCV.

5

Experimental Results

L and IV have been removed endoscopically. Table 2 lists
the number of image samples per class.
I
126

II
72

III-L
62

III-S
18

IV
146

V
60

Table 2: Number of image samples per pit-pattern
All images are first converted to the LUV color space
and the (L)uminance channel information (grayscale) is retained. Before we decompose the images using the DTCWT, we conduct two pre-processing steps in order to
enhance the visual quality of the images: First, we use
contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE)
[19] with 8 × 8 tiles and an uniform distribution for constructing the contrast transfer function. Second, we apply
a Gaussian blur with σ = 0.5 using a 3×3 mask. Regarding
the choice of filters for the DT-CWT, we use Kingsbury’s
Q-Shift (14,14)-tap filters (for decomposition levels ≥ 2)
in combination with (13,19)-tap near-orthogonal filters (for
decomposition level 1) [10]. The technical reasons for using
different filter sets are explained in [18]. We vary the decomposition depth J from 4 to 6 in order to study the effect
on the classification rates. In Table 3 we list the LOOCV
results with and without RRB. The mean and standard deviation based image features of [1] are denoted as Classic.
Scales
4
5
6

RRB +
Weibull
91.74
95.04
95.87

SFFS
Classic
90.70
93.39
93.39

[15] + SFFS
Weibull Classic
84.50
81.40
88.02
83.47
88.84
83.88

Table 3: LOOCV accuracies with and without RRB using
two different feature sets
As we can see, the highest LOOCV rates are achieved by
employing a 6-scale DT-CWT decomposition together with
the Weibull features and RRB. This is a plausible result,
since increasing the feature-vector dimensionality equally
increases the search-space of the SFFS. We further notice,
that the RRB approach improves the classification rates is
all cases. In order to see the effect on the per-class rates using the RRB approach, tables 4 and 5 provide the detailed
confusion matrix results with and without RRB using the
Weibull feature set. The diagonal elements of the confusion matrix contain the number of correct class predictions,
whereas the other matrix cells contain the number of wrong
class predictions. We notice the effect that RRB especially
increases the LOOCV accuracy for the pit-pattern classes
with very few samples (i.e. III-L and III-S). We suppose
that this results from the redundancy in the base learners,
which allows the correction of wrong votings and presumably simpler decision boundaries for the two-class problems.

In this section, we present the experimental results of our
work. Our image database contains 484 RGB images, acquired in 2005/2006 at the Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology (Medical University of Vienna) using a magnification endoscope (Olympus Evis Exera CFQ160ZI/L) with a magnification factor of 150x. To enhance visual appearance, dye-spraying with indigo-carmine
was applied and biopsies or mucosal resections were taken
Conclusion
to obtain a histopathological diagnosis (our ground truth). 6
For pit-patterns I,II and V, biopsies were taken, since these In this paper, we have presented an approach for computertypes need not be removed. Lesions of pit-patterns III-S,III- assisted classification of zoom-endoscopy images based on

I
II
III-S
III-L
IV
V

I
118
7
0
0
0
1

II
4
68
0
0
0
0

III-S
0
0
62
0
0
0

III-L
0
0
0
18
0
0

IV
1
0
0
0
143
2

V
0
0
1
0
4
55

Table 4: Confusion matrix with RRB using the Weibull
features
I
II
III-S
III-L
IV
V

I
110
13
1
0
1
1

II
9
62
0
0
1
0

III-S
1
0
57
3
1
0

III-L
0
2
0
16
0
0

IV
1
4
3
1
131
6

V
0
0
2
0
4
54

Table 5: Confusion matrix without RRB using the Weibull
features
the pit-pattern classification scheme. By relying on a set
of statistical image features, we have demonstrated that a
one-against-one approach for splitting a multi-class problem
into a set of two-class problems drastically increases classification performance. The detailed confusion-matrix results show a particular improvement in LOOCV accuracy
for those classes with very few training samples. Further
work will include the incorporation of color-information and
the evaluation of classifiers other than K-NN.
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